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Previous Art Textiles
Student

Woven Textile Design
Extract from Autumn/Winter collection Instagram:

@icaine_textiles

I’m currently a second year Textiles: Innovation
and Design student at Loughborough
University, specialising in Woven Textiles.
After sixth form, I decided to go straight to
university, in the first year of university the
whole course was together, and we did lots of
experimentation in order to find our style of
working and where our interests in the textile
industry lay. During Semester 1 we worked on a
small-scale print brief aimed at developing
drawing skills and a local live project named Remaking History. Alongside these projects we
developed key skills like Photoshop and
Illustrator in order to visualise our designs in
context.
Semester 2 involved four three-week projects
to explore the different specialisms offered for
2nd and 3rd year. These specialisms are;
Printed textiles, Woven textiles, Multi-media
and Integrated Digital practice. These short
projects gave us an insight into key elements of
each pathway and further experiment with
different techniques and equipment.
This gave us all a much better understanding of
the four specialisms and allowed us to make an
informed decision on the pathway we wanted
to take into second and third year.

I decided to specialise in Woven textiles in my 2nd and 3rd year, at the
beginning of 2nd year we learnt a lot more information about our specific
pathway and how to translate our drawings into finished samples specific to
our specialism. Working from hand painted colour palettes, we learnt to mix
dyes and fixatives to create the desired dye colours. We continue to work on
live projects with industries and work is also chosen to exhibit at shows such
as Premiere Vision in Paris.

Natural Fusion for Spring/Summer

Portfolio

This project was inspired by the flowers
and birds of South Africa, using a gradient
cotton warp to represent the tones in the
leaves. The weft colours are used to accent
and disguise this warp to convey different
elements of my photography.

Left: Gouache recording from my photography
Right: Experimenting with angled
batten technique
Below: Visualisation
of de sign
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The project Urban Deconstruction looked at patterns
and motifs found in architecture, specifically in
Birmingham. Reflections in mirrored surfaces provided
inspiration to produce a printed textile collection.

